ABSTRACT: With the development of State Grid Corporation and the expanding of storage and verification of electric energy measuring assets, efficiency plays a key role on storage system. In this paper, the slotting optimization of storage system in Measuring Center of State Grid Hunan Electric Power Corp is studied. To solve the problem of inefficient storage systems running causing by unreasonable location assignment, a scheme of applying genetic algorithm was proposed to optimize the efficiency of warehousing operation and the stability of racks A reasonable scheme of location assignment was obtained after simulation and analysis. This scheme improved the efficiency and stability of the storage system.
INTRODUCTION
With the market-oriented operation of Power Grid Corporation, State Grid fully implements standardization of electric energy measuring system. Measuring equipment intelligent storage system and automatic verification system are the cores of the State Grid Corporation of provincial measurement center construction. Traditional energy measuring equipment is poor in automation and information technology, high labor intensity and low level in productivity, and asset management, which is difficult to meet the needs of energy measuring intensive development and lean management [1, 2] . Intelligent storage system can access power devices automatically without manual processing, and achieve devices delivery. The storage management of Power Enterprise not only has a profound impact on standardization of the grid, but also plays a vital role in the stability and maintenance of the grid [3, 4] . Therefore, depth study of electric power enterprise's storage management has a very important significance on the development of the power grid. Traditional intelligent storage system followed the past habits, relying on experience to place the devices, usually placed the devices in the nearest reached cargo space, but does not consider the dynamic changes of goods, which leads to the process slow and low efficiency of storage access operations and other issues. The slotting optimization of storage system is one of the key factors to improve storage efficiency, reasonable location assignment have an important role in reducing devices delivery time, improving work efficiency and lower storage costs, etc [5, 6] . Many scholars at home and abroad made in-depth research on the slotting optimization allocation problem. Xuefeng Zhao [7] solved the slotting optimization problem by using in-warehouse efficiency of devices and warehouse space utilization as optimal objective. Xiaozheng E [8] used genetic algorithm to optimize storage location assignment problem. Sainan Liu [9] analyzed different location assignment policy and put forward coupling section assignment policy to improve operational efficiency of automatic storage system. Heskett [10] put forward the use of COI sorted in ascending order to determine the priority of the devices thereby performing allocation of cargo space. Chen [11] studied the issues of location assignment and interleaving access, which based on the principle of automatic warehouse shared storage. Haoping Li [12] put forward the idea of the slotting optimization based on discrete particle swarm optimization, established the slotting optimization model as the optimization strategy for the lowest energy principle and the shortest time principle. According to M.K. Lee [13] , the warehouse storage capacity problem is then formulated as a non-linear programming model to minimize the total cost of owned and leased storage space.
Slotting assignment is equally important to the intelligent warehouse construction of grid measuring center. If the goods could be able to get a reasonable allocation when entering the warehouse, it can shorten the task time of the devices, avoid duplication of luck, reduce workload and improve the efficiency of warehouse operations, thereby reducing the economic costs. Slotting optimization of power devices has important significance for improving the storage's utilization rate and efficiency of power devices distribution.
The problem that slotting optimization of intelligent storage system in Measuring Center of State Grid Hunan Electric Power Corp was further researched in this paper. Two factors that the devices accessing time and the stability of the shelf were taken into account to establish a multi-objective optimization model, and by using genetic algorithm finally realized the optimal allocation. Based on the simulation and verification of the model of devices storage, good results have been achieved.
SLOTTING OPTIMIZATION SCHEME

Brief introduction of intelligent storage system in Measuring Center of State Grid Hunan
Intelligent storage system in Measuring Center of Hunan was built under the background of "Three sets Five major" system, "Material Intensive Management" and "Large Marketing" system put forward by the State Grid Corporation, in order to achieve the measuring equipment "automated verification, intelligent storage, logistical distribution" and life-cycle management. Storage system includes Access area, Wastebasket recovery area, Pallet warehouse working area, Turnover box warehouse working area, Pallet stored area, Turnover box stored area, Measuring equipment packing area, Verification and connection area, Storage auxiliary equipment (electric forklifts, manual forklift and other instruments) placing area, etc. Workflow mainly includes new products entering pallet warehouse process, exchange to turnover box warehouse process, verification in/out process, distribution process. There are significant influence of the location assignment of warehousing to devices entering and distribution, reasonable location assignment could reduce the time of warehousing and enhance the stability of the shelves to improve the storage system operating efficiency and safety factor, so the slotting optimizing is needed.
Intelligent storage system slotting optimizing model
In distributing power devices, these three attributes warehousing quantity, quality and operating frequency are mainly considerate, and based on these two principle devices operating time and shelf stability to establish optimization objective:
(1) The operating frequency is rate of the operating times of the target device to the total operating times of the storage system by different devices in a certain period. The operating frequency reflects the devices turnover speed. Storing the devices with high operating frequency near the I/O point can effectively shorten the picking distance of the stacker crane, minimize the total time from all devices into the storage, save the energy of storage system working and finally realize the improvement of storage operating efficiency.
(2) Shelf stability refers to that accessing the goods follows "shelf powered equality, the heavy under the light" to lower the shelf's center of gravity.
Suppose each row of the shelf consists of N layers M columns, in which the layer closest to the ground as the layer 1, the column nearest to the export as the column 1, and ware location at i column j layer as ( , ) i
Assume that the height of each cargo box is H and the width is L, the horizontal speed of the stacker crane is v x and the vertical speed is v y . Considering the above two optimization strategy:
(1) In the devices warehousing, the sum of the product of all goods access frequency and running time of stacking machine should be minimum. That is:
t ij represents the time of storing devices to location (i,j), p ij represents the access frequency under location (i,j).
(2) In order to guarantee the stability of the shelves, put the heavier devices in the lower shelves, lighter devices on the upper shelves, so as to reduce the center of gravity of whole shelves by minimizing the sum of the product of the weight of devices on each pallet and its own layer. Comprehensive the two optimization strategies (1) and (2) can get the whole slotting optimization model as follows:
The essence of the multi-objective optimization problem is to find a suitable solution to all of the objective functions, which is called the Pareto optimal solution. There are common multi-objective optimization problem solving methods like weighted sum method, constraint method, and objective programming, etc. This paper used weighted sum method to transform multi-objective optimization problem into single objective optimization function optimization problem. Weighting the two objective functions respectively w 1 and w 2 (w 1 +w 2 =1), so the multi-objective functions change to:
Eventually get the optimization problem that:
3 MODEL DESIGNED BY GENETIC ALGORITHM
Genetic algorithm introduction
Genetic Algorithm (GA) first proposed by Holland in 1975, is a kind of self-adaptive global optimization probability search method, which does not need an in-depth understanding of a problem when solve the optimization model has been applied in many fields. Genetic algorithm based on the evolution regularity in the process of natural selection to realize genetic evolution, by evaluating the fitness of each individual, eliminate the worse performance chromosomes to get the new good groups. Through repeated evolution selection and search until meet the final condition of convergence, genetic algorithm makes the individual tends to the optimal solution. The advantage of genetic algorithm on the combination of multi-object optimization problem is mainly manifested in the following three points:
(1) An important characteristic of the genetic algorithm is that it records a group rather than a certain value, and it can record multiple solutions at the same time.
(2) Genetic algorithm has good compatibility with other heuristic algorithm, it can learn from the other algorithm and combine them to use.
(3) Using genetic algorithm to solve combination optimization problems don't need an in-depth understanding of the combination optimization problems.
It can be seen from the above that genetic algorithm has a larger advantage in solving combination optimization problems, so this paper used genetic algorithm to solve multi-objective optimization problem of storage system.
Model solved by genetic algorithm
Chromosome coding method
There exists a mapping relationship between Devices and ware location, and a kind of device can be placed in more than one position, namely genetic algorithm in the type from phenotype to gene mapping. Since topology in real-coded genetic type space and phenotype type space are consistent, therefore, it's easy to reference good skills from the traditional optimization method to form effective genetic operators, so this paper used integer permutation encoding method to code chromosome [14] , specific plan is as follows: i. Each chromosome in the population represents a goods distribution plan;
ii. Each chromosome is divided into m sections of genes, each gene represents each goods which needs to be assigned, and m is the total number of optimized goods;
iii. Each gene expresses goods location in integer (column, layer), the location of the gene on a chromosome represents the number of the goods. The sample is shown in Figure 1 The case shows that the goods number 1 stores in column 7 layer 4, (07,4); the goods number 2 stores in column 12 layer 6, (12,6) and so on. Constraint condition is that the column number of the ware location is from 1 to 38, the layer number is from 1 to 7.
In this paper, genes from 1 to 215 on forepart of chromosome are the locations for single-phase electric meter, genes from 216 to 237 are the locations for three-phase electric meter, genes from 238 to 259 are the locations for low-voltage transformer, genes from 260 to 266 are the locations for acquisition terminal. Four kinds of devices in operation process match the corresponding access frequency p ij and pallet weight m ij .
The determination of fitness function
Fitness function in genetic algorithm is used to measure the similarity degree of the optimal solution and each individual of population in the algorithm calculation, the fitness function is non-negative in any case, the higher the value of the fitness function, said the better the optimization results of the individual is. In this paper, the objective function is for the global minimum, and the value range is (0,+∞), so take the reciprocal of the objective function as fitness function, and evaluate the superiority of the individual according to the value of the fitness function. Meanwhile, the objective function value plus one on the basis in order to prevent data overflow, so in this paper, after transformed the objective function, the fitness function G is:
F is the objective function in formula (6). That is:
The design of genetic operators
This paper designed selection operator by using roulette method, the selected probability of each individual depends on its fitness value. Select N/2 of male parent to crossover operation, the individuals choice probability is obtained by linear transformation:
N is the population size in the formula, fmin is the smallest fitness in current population. According to this selection probability, choose a pair of male parent from the current population for crossover and mutation in turn, generate two new individuals and these two new individuals as the initial point for local search respectively.
The crossover operator used a binary crossover operator. Parent individuals exchange their part of the chromosome by the set crossover probability Pc to generate offspring individuals. To retain excellent characteristics of parents, N×100Pc% individuals cross in the population and N×100(1-Pc)% individuals retain to the next generation at the same time.
Mutation operator selects a part of the individuals to carry out variation on mutation probability Pm, the selected individuals randomly select two goods and exchange their ware location to generate new individuals.
Process of genetic algorithm
(1) Encoding: this paper adopts integer coding to encode chromosome, gene's location represents the goods' number stored in this cell. Each section of the gene express the storage position coordinate (column, layer); (2) Create initial population: using random method to generate an initial population with an known scale of N=20; (3) Evaluating each individual's fitness in current population; (4) According to function (8) to select operators in proportion, then to crossover probability Pc to select N×100(1-Pc)% individuals reserved to next generation; (5) Selecting the residual N×100Pc% individuals from step (3) to carry out the cross operation to get N×100Pc% new individuals; (6) Selecting N×100Pc% individuals generated from step (4) to executing a mutation operation in mutation probability Pm; (7) Combining the reserved individuals in step (3) and the generated new individuals in step (5) to get N new solutions as new current population; (8) If the genetic iteration has reached the given maximum value 100, then terminate operations, if not, turn to step (2).
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
Each shelf of storage system in measuring center of State Grid Hunan Electric Power Corp has 38 columns1
Use GA toolbox in matlab to simulate and calculate the objective function, the maximum number of GA iterations is 100, the population size N is 20, the individual crossover probability Pc is 0.6, the mutation probability Pm is 0.1, the weight coefficient w1=0.6; w2=0.4. The genetic algorithm iteration result is shown in Figure 2 : The convergence process of genetic algorithm shown in Figure 2 shows that after 100 iterations, the algorithm is convergent and finally got the optimal allocation of each goods. Compared the optimal allocation result with a randomly generated distribution scheme, analyzed the access efficiency of the objective function f1, the shelves stability of the objective function f2 and comprehensive index of goods distribution F these three aspects respectively, obtained the optimal results shown in Table 2 .
As is shown in Table 2 , after optimization, the two optimization objectives in this paper, the goods access efficiency and the shelf stability, both have improved to varying degrees, comprehensive distribution optimal goal also increased by 22.62%. The scheme changed unreasonable and chaotic state that before slotting optimization and eventually the distribution result is shown in Figure 3 and Figure 4 , and single-phase electric meter (A), three-phase electric meter (B), low-voltage transformer (C), acquisition terminal (D). 
CONCLUSION
Combined with the stereoscopic warehouse configuration in Measuring Center of State Grid Hunan Electric Power Corp, this paper put forward using genetic algorithm to achieve the optimal allocation of power devices warehousing. The total time of devices warehousing and the stability of shelves were selected as the optimization goal to make goods allocation more reasonable, reduce the devices warehousing time and workload to a large extent and improve the stability of the shelves. At the same time, simulation and analysis were carried out on the actual devices warehousing, the rationality of the method was validated, realized the slotting optimization. 
